
 
Brussel Sprouts 

SITE AND SOIL: 

Brussel sprouts need to be in full sun. They will grow in almost any soil, but 
prefer to be in loose soil that drains well, but that still retains moisture as 
sprouts should never be allowed to dry out (dry soil will make them bitter in 
flavor.) They have a shallow root system that resents being disturbed, so they 
need to be in an area free of weeds. 

TIMING: 

Brussel sprouts can be grown in Zones 5-8 with timing being THE essential 
element to growing brussel sprouts. These plants drastically resent heat and 
the sprouts will become bitter if allowed to develop in temperatures higher 
than 75 degrees Fahrenheit. They prefer to ripen in temperatures from the low 
60’s to low 70’s and their flavor will be best if allowed to grow during several 
periods of frost. When touched by frost, the cold converts starches in the plant 
into sugar, giving the sprouts better flavor. Sprouts untouched by frost can be a 
bit bland. 

Depending on your zone, you can grow brussel sprouts in early spring for an 
early summer harvest (select a variety that matures quickly and is heat resistant 
if you do this), or in mid-fall for a winter harvest (this route is usually best.) 
Brussel sprouts are very cold hardy and will easily survive a hard frost and even 
a good amount of snow (they easily survived the 7 inches of snow my zone 7 
garden received this winter.) 

For an early summer harvest in warmer climates (zones 6 and 7), plant 
transplants as early as the soil can be worked in the spring, usually 8-12 weeks 
before the frost free date. In my zone 7 garden, I often find that there is not 
enough time for the sprouts to form before the summer heat sets in and makes 
the plants bolt.  



I still grow them though, with the intent to harvest the leaves, which are 
delightful in flavor. You can find my sautéed brussel sprout leaves recipe here. 

For a winter harvest, plant transplants into the garden as soon as the 
temperature gets to 80 degrees or slightly below, this allows the plants to 
mature as the temperature cools. Be careful to keep the plants adequately 
watered while temperatures are high, as sprouts should never be allowed to 
dry out. 

PLANTING AND SPACING: 

Plant brussel sprouts into the garden just as you would any other plant, only 
bury the stem up to the first set of leaves. This will help to give the plant 
stability as it grows, as brussel sprout plants can reach 2 to 3 feet tall. 

Space the plants 12-24 inches apart. If you’re planting in rows, make your rows 
at least 30-35 inches apart.  

I personally plant my spouts 12 inches apart, but this is because I have a garden 
in zone 7, where the warmer climate prevents the plants from getting as big as 
they do up north. If you live in a colder climate, space plants 18 inches apart. If 
you don’t plan to trim the leaves off the plant, put them 24 inches apart so that 
as the leaves spread and grow they don’t shade other plants. 

HOW THEY GROW: 

Brussel sprouts start out looking much like broccoli and cauliflower, but as time 
goes on the plants start to get taller, with lots of leaves coming from the sides 
of the plants. 

Sprouts will begin to form in the leaf axles of the plants. Sprouts begin forming 
at the base of the plant, and then gradually move up. As sprouts get larger, the 
plant gets taller and produces more leaves and therefore more leaf axles to 
produce sprouts in. 

To get larger sprouts, gradually remove leaves from the bottom of the plant as 
sprouts start to develop. Removing the leaves redirects the plants energy into 
producing larger sprouts instead of larger leaves. Use a sharp knife or sheers to 
remove the leaves, and cut the leaves off as close to the sprout as you can. 
Always leave 4 to 5 healthy adult leaves on the top of the plant to continue 
feeding the plant as it grows.  

If you choose to remove the leaves as the plant grows, realize that the smaller, 
tender leaves are edible and can be cooked the same way you use collard 
greens, spinach or kale. You will find recipes for sautéed brussel sprout leaves 
here. 



If any leaves start to turn yellow and die, remove them from the plant 
immediately or they will rot the sprouts near them. 

HARVESTING THE SPROUTS: 

Sprouts are ready to be harvested when they reach 1 to 1 ½ inches in diameter. 
Usually you would start to harvest from the bottom of the plant to the top and 
harvest the sprouts gradually over time. Many of the hybrid varieties are now 
meant to allow you to harvest the entire plant at once. 

If you want to force the plant to set sprouts so that the plant can be harvested 
all at once, then about 2 weeks before you want to harvest the plant you can 
“top it.” This practice means that you remove any and all leaves from the top of 
the plant. This forces the plants energy into developing the sprouts as the plant 
will no longer be able to grow taller. 

You can remove sprouts using a sharp knife, or just use your fingers to press the 
sprouts sideways, severing them from the stem. 

STORING YOUR SPROUTS: 

Fresh sprouts can be stored in the refrigerator for 2-3 days. After that, the 
flavor starts to deteriorate. 

For long term storage, freezing the sprouts is best. Remove the outer or any 
damaged leaves from the sprouts. Sort the sprouts into batches of small, 
medium, and large sized sprouts. 

Bring a pot of water to a boil and blanch the sprouts in batches. Small sprouts 
should be blanched for 3 minutes, medium sprouts for 4 minutes, and large 
sprouts for 5 minutes. Plunge the sprouts into ice water immediately after 
removing from the boiling water. Lay them on hand towels to dry slightly and 
then place them in plastic bags in the freezer. 

If you want to use vacuum seal bags, it may be best to freeze the sprouts on a 
baking sheet before vacuum sealing them. 
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